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ABSTRACT Modular multilevel matrix converter is a type of converter used in medium-voltage ac-ac power
conversion. Controlling the energy content of the converter arms is a prerequisite for a proper converter
operation, and at the same time a challenging control task. So far, there are several approaches presented in
the literature that successfully deal with the challenge. However, almost all of them fail when it comes to the
simplicity of implementation, and ease of understanding by control engineers and researchers entering the
field. This paper extends the direct arm energy control concept, already introduced for the class of modular
multilevel converters, to themodular multilevel matrix converter. Presented control approach is characterized
by an intuitive and simple implementation, ability to control the arm energies to arbitrary values, and stable
operation under all operating conditions, including grid imbalances. Validity of the control concept was
demonstrated using an in-house-developed hardware-in-the-loop simulator of the modular multilevel matrix
converter, with control algorithms being deployed to the industrial-grade controller.

INDEX TERMS Modular multilevel converter, modular multilevel matrix converter, energy control,
hardware-in-the-loop, ac-ac power conversion.

I. INTRODUCTION
The modular multilevel matrix converter (M3C) was firstly
introduced without arm inductors [1], similar to the stan-
dardmodular multilevel converter (MMC) [2], which initially
followed the same approach. Absence of the arm inductors
imposed limitations on the number of switching states due to
the associated risks of inter-arm short circuits, so later pub-
lications almost exclusively employed arm inductors. This
converter topology is used for medium-voltage ac-ac con-
version tasks, typically for interfacing two three-phase (3PH)
systems, or a 3PH and a single-phase (1PH) system, though
it can be used to interface multiphase systems as well. It is
applied in railway interties [3], where it connects a 3PH
utility grid with a 1PH medium voltage (MV) railway grid,
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typically with a different frequency. Main benefits compared
to the standard solutions, e.g with three-level NPC converters,
are a possibility of elimination of a bulky transformer on
the railway side, increased reliability, and elimination of
the second-harmonic filter [4]. In general, the M3C can be
also applied in MV motor drives, especially in low-speed
drives with a constant torque characteristic [5], as well as
with variable-speed synchronous machines in pumped-hydro
storage power plants [6].

High reliability achieved through redundancy, high effi-
ciency, elimination of bulky filters and transformers come
with the price of increased control complexity. One of
the control challenges is to ensure that the energy content
within each arm of the converter corresponds to its refer-
ence. In addition, it is necessary to equally distribute the
energy content among the submodules (SM) of an arm,
which is accomplished using different control techniques
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[2], [7], [8], [9]. Nevertheless, those control actions are com-
pletely decoupled from the arm energy control, and will not
be discussed within this paper.

Reference [10] presents a generalized set of criteria for
the arm energy balancing, applicable to different MMC-alike
topologies, such as the standard MMC, delta and star STAT-
COM, matrix MMC and Hexverter. Although the stability of
themethod has been confirmed bymeans of simulation, using
the M3C as an example, this reference only mathematically
formulates the criteria, and does not present a solution for any
particular converter, neither does it provide guidelines for the
implementation. In [11] authors use the approach from [10]
to balance the energies inside a standard MMC converter,
demonstrating that the application of this method requires a
profound mathematical expertise in obtaining a solution.

The first references successfully dealing with this
topic [12], [13] propose a set of solutions for the M3C energy
control, based on circulating currents and common-mode
voltage injection, which might be used in different ways,
depending on the operating mode. While it demonstrates
the ability to create an arbitrary imbalance among the con-
verter arms, implementation of this method is based on
double-αβ0 transformations, which might not be an intuitive
approach and requires a considerable amount of direct and
inverse double-αβ0 transformations. Similar approach was
used in [14], where the authors experimentally demonstrate
the effectiveness of the balancing method. Apart from a
significant amount of double-αβ0 transformations, validity of
the method was not tested under unbalanced grid conditions.

Improvement of the method presented in [13] was pro-
posed in [15], where an additional 61 transformation is
performed on the internal αα, αβ, βα, ββ currents, in order to
decouple specific frequency components. The same approach
was used by the authors in [16] and [17], which use the M3C
as an interface between the wind generator and the ac utility
grid. While this approach reduces the delay of the filtering
chain in each of the specific directions, the overall delay is
determined by the slowest among them. As a result, no sig-
nificant benefits are expected in terms of control dynamics,
while the realization of the control method gets even more
complicated. In addition, relationship between the controlled
current components in diagonal directions and the final arm
currents become even more complex, which makes it difficult
to both understand and limit the influence of a certain control
action on a particular arm current.

Authors in [18] present a generalized approach for current
control and energy balancing, applicable to any of the mod-
ular multilevel converter topologies. The approach is based
on using circulating current components at both the grid and
the load frequency, as well as common-mode voltages and
circulating current components at arbitrary frequencies. The
optimal solutions, in terms of minimal RMS of the induced
circulating currents, were presented in the form of matrices,
which yield circulating current and common-mode voltage
references from the arm power references. Two matrices are
presented, where each one of them is optimal for different

operating ranges of the M3C. While the solution poses lower
current stress on the converter for some operating points
compared to [14], the implementation of the method is not
simple, due to the fact that the resulting matrices are of high
order, and the elements of the matrix are variables dependent
upon the operating condition, which are calculated in real
time. High number of different elements in the matrices that
are either used as inputs or calculated in real-time increases
the risk of an error during implementation of the method.
In addition, a clear distinction between the application range
of the two methods has not be presented, which could lead
to a transient behaviour of the converter during the hard
switchover between the two. Applicability of the method
was not tested under unbalanced grid conditions. Although
the proposal combines all degrees of freedom and yields an
effective solution with the minimal current stress, its lack
of simplicity of implementation might render it unattractive,
particularly for engineers and researchers entering the field.

Recent publications on this topic [19], [20], [21] address
the energy control issue in the M3C by searching for
an optimal combination of the circulating currents and
a common-mode voltage based on the model-predictive
control principles. Fundamentally, all these methods are
based on double-αβ0 modeling of the converter, while the
model-predictive control serves to find the most optimal
solution. While all of them manage to find an optimal com-
bination between the circulating currents and the common-
mode voltage, these solutions are in the authors opinion
quite complex for implementation. Besides multiple double-
αβ0 and inverse double-αβ0 transformations, calculation of
the optimal circulating currents involves the use of dynamic
calculation of the optimal matrix coefficients. Even though
the authors claim that these optimization problems can be
resolved offline, they still require a thorough offline anal-
ysis for all operating points, and feeding the optimal coef-
ficients for all operating points into the look-up tables. All
these analyses become even more complex when unbalanced
grid conditions, arbitrary energy references, and arbitrary
common-mode voltage amplitudes come into play.

Complexity of the existing solutions for the M3C energy
control was recognized by the authors in [22], who proposed
an energy balancing solution that simplifies the energy con-
trol problem in the M3C, compared to the existing solutions.
Although effectively achieving the balancing task within the
converter under symmetrical conditions, proposed solution is
unable to deal with the energy control in cases when different
energy levels are required in different arms (as in the case of
a SM failure in one arm). In addition, the solution might not
be able to ensure the decoupling of the inner energy control
from the terminal currents during grid faults.

Another issue with operation of the M3C arises when the
frequencies of the two ac system it interconnects become sim-
ilar or equal. In such a case, energy oscillations in the M3C
arms become excessively high, resulting in a large ripple in
the voltage of the arm capacitors. If not mitigated, exces-
sively high voltage ripple would lead to overvoltages across
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SM capacitors, loss of the voltage generation capability, and
consequently loss of control over the converter. Mitigation of
such oscillations relies on introduction of a common-mode
voltage and circulating currents, which together counteract
the power components that provoke the oscillations [14], [15],
[17], [23], [24], [25]. Regardless of the control method being
applied, what all of them have in common is the fact that
the arm current increases significantly due to the introduced
circulating currents. It can go up to 50% above the rated
arm current [5], [26]. Additionally, voltage oscillations in
case when the supply and load frequencies are equal are
still 2.5 times higher in case of the M3C compared to the
back-to-back MMC solution, yielding a requirement for a
higher installed energy in the M3C. All this facts contribute
to the conclusion that the M3C is a converter suitable for
interconnecting two ac systems of unequal frequencies, or an
ac motor drive with a rated frequency far below the supply
frequency. Therefore, the focus of the paper is on techniques
for the arm energy control in the M3C, assuming that the
frequencies of the interconnected systems are sufficiently
different from each other.

This paper presents an extension of the direct arm energy
control methods, firstly derived for a standard MMC [27],
[28], to the M3C. The methods presented within this paper
are characterized by an intuitive and simple implementation,
which might be of great value to the control engineers
and researchers entering the field. In addition, it is able to
independently control arm energies to arbitrary values, and is
also valid under balanced and unbalanced grid conditions.
Control methods presented in this papers are deployed to
the industrial-grade controller, and verified on an in-house-
developed hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulator of the M3C
converter. The case of variable-speed drive is used as a test
case.

Section II presents the basic equations and operating prin-
ciples behind the M3C. Derivation of the methods for direct
arm energy control, originally developed for the standard
MMC, are presented in Section III, whereas their extension to
theM3Cwas presented in Section IV. Description of the real-
time (RT) hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulator used for the
control verification is given in Section V, whereas the results
of the RT HIL simulations are provided in Section VI, while
a brief discussion of the results is provided in Section VII.
Finally, conclusions of the paper are outlined in Section VIII.

II. MODELLING OF THE M3C
Electrical schematic of an M3C is provided in Fig. 1. It inter-
faces a 3PH ac grid, characterized by its phase voltages vA,
vB, and vC, with another 3PH grid/load, that can represent
a 3PH ac machine. Without loss of generality, the terminals
labelled as ABC will be further referred to as grid termi-
nals, whereas the terminals labelled with 123 will be further
referred to as load terminals.

Each grid terminal of an M3C is connected with each load
terminal via a dedicated arm. Arm is a cluster of FB SMs
connected in series, together with an arm inductor, which

permits arm current control. Under normal operating con-
ditions, a cluster of SMs can be perceived as a controllable
voltage source, which can generate an arbitrary multilevel
voltage waveform. Therefore, for the sake of analysis of
the terminal currents and voltages, we will assume that the
clusters of SMs are acting as ideal voltage sources.

Due to the symmetry among the arms, only a single arm
will be considered during the following analysis. Applying a
Kirchoff’s law to the arm interfacing the terminals A and 1,
yields:

Larm
diA1
dt
= vA − vA1 − v1 − vcomm (1)

Since an arm interconnects a grid-side and load-side ter-
minal, it will contain portion of both terminal currents. Addi-
tional arm current components at grid and load frequency
might be injected to perform the arm energy control, labelled
as 1iA1 and δiA1, respectively. The arm voltage comprises
terminal voltage components, as well as current control com-
ponents, as shown in (3). Equation (4) shows that all the
arm current components can be fully controlled by the arm
voltage components. Consequently, terminal currents can be
independently controlled, and decoupling between the two
systems can be fully achieved.

iA1 = i
(ωg)
A1 + i

(ωl )
A1 +1iA1 + δiA1 (2)

vA1 = vA − v1 − vcomm −1vA −1v1 −1v1 −1vδ (3)

Larm
d
dt

(
i
(ωg)
A1 + i

(ωl )
A1 +1iA1 + δiA1

)
= 1vA +1v1 +1v1 +1vδ (4)

The total voltage across the SM capacitors inside an arm
is a reflection of the total energy stored within these capac-
itors. The energy content is controlled by the arm power,
which can be expressed as in (5). Contribution of the voltage
components 1vA, 1v1, 1v1, and 1vδ which are normally
very small compared to the other voltage components in (3),
is neglected.

pA1 = vA1iA1 = (i
(ωg)
A1 + i

(ωl )
A1 +1iA1 + δiA1)

× (vA − v1 − vcomm) (5)

References [5] and [23] demonstrate that the M3C is
a preferable solution for interconnecting low-speed, high-
torque drives to the medium-voltage grid, or generally to
interface two systems with different operating frequencies.
Consequently, the two systems of unequal frequencies will be
considered here. Arm power components can have non-zero
average values over their periods only in case when the volt-
age and current component are of equal frequencies. To anal-
yse the arm power components, the following definition of
the quantities from (5) is adopted:

vA = V̂A cos(ωgt) (6)

v1 = V̂1 cos(ωl t +2l) (7)

i
(ωg)
A1 = Î

(ωg)
A1 cos(ωgt − φg) (8)

i(ωl )A1 = Î (ωl )A1 cos(ωl t +2l − φl) (9)
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FIGURE 1. Topology of an M3C converter. The M3C interfaces two 3PH ac grids in general case. Every terminal of one grid is connected to a terminal of
the other through a dedicated arm. The arm consists of a cluster of SMs in series with an arm inductor. SMs are of full-bridge (FB) type, so to be able to
generate voltages of both polarity.

1iA1 = 1ÎA1 cos(ωgt − φ1g) (10)

δiA1 = δÎA1 cos(ωl t − φ1l) (11)

vcomm = V̂
(ωg)
comm cos(ωgt +2comm,g)

+V̂ (ωl )
comm cos(ωl t +2comm,l) (12)

The additional arm current components, as well as
common-mode voltage components are considered to be
either at the grid or load frequencies, despite other different
possibilities. The reason for such a choice is the fact that
these components can interact with already present system
variables (voltages and currents), and thus contribute to the
arm energy control. As a result, injection of voltage and
current components at another frequencies is avoided. Com-
bining (6)-(12) into (5), and highlighting the components with
non-zero average value gives the expression for the average
arm power:

PA1 =
V̂AÎ

(ωg)
A1 cosφg

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pg,A1

−
V̂1 Î

(ωl )
A1 cosφl

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pl,A1

+ . . .

+
1ÎA1V̂A cos(φ1g)

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
P11

+
δÎA1V̂1 cos(φ1l)

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
P12

+ . . .

+
V̂
(ωg)
commÎ

(ωg)
A1 cos(φg +2comm,g)

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
P13

+ . . .

+
V̂ (ωl )
commÎ

(ωl )
A1 cos(φl +2comm,l)

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
P14

(13)

The first two terms in (13) represent the average power
delivered to the arm from the grid and taken by the
load, respectively. Another two power terms, P11 and P12,
are a consequence of interaction between the additional
arm current components at the grid and load frequency
with the respective terminal voltages. The last two terms,

P13 and P14, are a consequence of interaction between
the common-mode voltage components and the terminal
currents.

Since only the first two terms in (13) normally exist in the
average arm power, one might conclude that those two terms
are sufficient to control the arm energy. Namely, by con-
trolling either of the terminal current component, i.e. Î

(ωg)
A1

or Î (ωl )A1 , one can control the arm power, and thus the arm
energy content. However, due to different constraints, it is
not possible to control the arm terminal currents indepen-
dently which is the reason for the additional arm current and
common-mode voltage injection.

III. ARM ENERGY CONTROL
To control energy content within each arm, a feedback-
based approach is used. Arm energies are calculated from the
measured SM voltages vc as W = CSM

∑N
k=1 v

2
c,k/2, and

further filtered to exclude all harmonic components at the
frequencies 2ωg, 2ωl , (ωg + ωl), (ωg − ωl), retaining only
the dc values. Arm energy references are calculated based
on desired SM voltages, as W ∗ = NCSM(V ∗c )

2/2, where
CSM represents capacitance of a SM, whereas N denotes the
number of SM within an arm. Nine PI controllers are used,
to control the average energy content within each arm, giving
the power references as their outputs.

Referring to the first two terms in (13), energy content
within an arm can be controlled either by controlling the
grid, or load current. For the sake of simplicity, it will be
assumed that whenever in operation, the grid voltage is avail-
able, which does not necessarily hold for the load voltage.
Therefore, the grid current can be used to maintain the energy
content at desired value. Nevertheless, power requirements of
energy controllers are in general arbitrary, and sowould be the
grid current requirements of individual arms, which would
result in asymmetrical grid currents, as well as the appearance
of the grid frequency currents in the load. To prevent such a
scenario, arms are grouped into the bundles of three, where
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FIGURE 2. a) Grid current control for appropriate power distribution
among the bundles of arms connected to the same load terminals;
b) generation of additional arm current components 1ixy at grid
frequency, corresponding to the power requirements of individual
arms 1Pxy; c), d) illustration of the need for modification of the additional
arm currents 1ixy entering the same load/grid terminal; e) proper power
distribution among the arm bundles connected to the same grid terminals
through the additional arm currents at load frequency δixy; f) illustration
of the need for modification of the additional load-frequency currents.
Principles of the current modification are elaborated in Section IV.

each bundle represents arms connected to the same load ter-
minal, as illustrated in Fig. 2.a. The total power requirement
of a bundle equals the sum of power requirements of energy
controllers (1Pxy) and the average power delivered to the

load through the respective node (Pload,y):

Py = 1PAy +1PBy +1PCy + Pload,y (14)

Thus obtained power reference can be realized using a set
of symmetrical grid currents, and the positive sequence of the
grid voltage. Resulting arm current components are calcu-
lated as in (15), where x refers to the grid terminals ABC,
whereas y refers to the load terminals 123. This notation is
used throughout the rest of the paper.

i
(ωg)
xy =

2Py
3(V+g )2

v+x (15)

Resulting current components do sum-up to zero at the load
terminals, whereas their sum at the grid terminals corresponds
to the total current drawn from the grid. Therefore, using the
grid current components ensures that the power delivered to
the three bundles corresponds to the total power references
requested by the energy controllers within each bundle. How-
ever, nine arm energies have to be controlled, which calls for
exploiting other degrees of freedom from (13).

Due to the assumption that the grid voltage is constantly
available during the converter operation, using P11 power
components from (13) seems to be the most reasonable
choice. To create this power component within an arm, it is
necessary to inject an additional arm current component at the
grid frequency, as illustrated in Fig. 2.b. This current com-
ponent should be in phase with the respective grid voltage,
as it would results in a minimal current amplitude for a given
power reference.

1ixy =
21Pxy
V̂ 2
x

vx (16)

Referring to Fig. 2.b, additional arm current references are
generated in a way described by (16). Due to the arbitrary
magnitude of these current references, as well as due to the
asymmetrical system of grid voltages under unbalanced grid
conditions, these currents do not generally sum-up to zero,
and would appear in the load current, interfering with the load
current controller. For such a reason, certain modification of
the current references is required, to ensure that these currents
sum-up to zero at the terminal 1, as illustrated in Fig. 2.c. One
should also recall that these current references are generated
in-phase with its respective grid voltages, so as to mini-
mize their magnitude. Therefore, the modification imposed
on these currents should be such that, apart from the zero-
sum condition, the deviation from the original references is
minimized, thus obtaining a set of currents that impose the
minimal thermal stress on the converter arms.

In addition to not being observed at the load termi-
nals, these additional current components should neither be
observed at the grid terminals. This condition is shown in
Fig. 2.d, where the arms connected to the same grid terminals
are grouped. Previously modified current references1i∗xy are
further modified so that they sum-up to zero, and thus remain
unobserved at both converter terminals. Currentmodification,
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as in the previous case, has as its objective a minimal devi-
ation from the original references, as well as the zero-sum
constraint. In the following section it will be demonstrated
how these objectives can be ensured effectively in a simple
manner.

Due to the presented constraints, generated arm currents
are not mutually independent. There are in total 6 nodes
(ABC and 123), where these currents should sum-up to zero.
Nevertheless, five out of six of these constraints are linearly-
independent. Therefore, only four out of nine arm current
references generated this way are linearly-independent.

To achieve additional energy control actions, power com-
ponents P12, P13, and P14 from (13) should be considered.
Depending on the operating conditions of the converter dif-
ferent scenarios are possible. In the following analysis an
example of an M3C feeding a synchronous machine from a
3PH ac grid is used, without loss of generality.

A. SCENARIO I-USING THE LOAD VOLTAGES
In case when the load voltages are available, e.g. a syn-
chronous machine is operating, using the load voltages for
additional energy control actions seems to be the best choice.
The main reason for this is the fact that the high load voltages
would require relatively low additional arm current compo-
nent. In addition, injection of the common-mode voltages for
the purpose of energy control, while the load voltages are
present, would necessitate higher voltage/energy reserve in
the arms. For those reasons, usage of the load voltages is
beneficial, whenever possible.

To perform additional energy control actions using the
load voltages, arms connected to the same grid terminals are
grouped into bundles, as illustrated in Fig. 2.e. Similarly as
before, total power requirement of a bundle is calculated as:

Px = 1Px1 +1Px2 +1Px3 (17)

These power references are satisfied by introducing the
arm current components at load frequency, as shown in (18).
Due to the symmetry of the load voltages, thus generated
currents do sum-up to zero at the grid terminals.

δixy =
2Px
3V̂ 2

y

vy (18)

Nevertheless, generated current references should also sat-
isfy the zero-sum constraint at the load terminals. Therefore,
a modification of the references should be performed, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.f. Arms are regrouped into those connected to
the same load terminals, and the modification to the refer-
ences obtained by (18) is performed.

Finally, the total arm current reference is obtained when
the three current components are summed together with the
load current reference.

itotxy = i
(ωg)
xy +1i

∗∗
xy + δi

∗
xy + i

∗
y/3 (19)

Thus generated reference is passed to the arm current
controller, whose implementation is not covered in this paper.

B. SCENARIO II-USING THE COMMON-MODE VOLTAGE
Arm energy control has to be performed even in case when
the converter is in idling mode, i.e. connected to the grid, but
not generating any voltage across its load terminals. In such a
case, another scenario should be applied instead of injecting
the load-frequency arm current components. The only pos-
sibility, according to (13), is injection of the common-mode
voltage vcomm either at the grid, or at the load frequency.
In the first case, common-mode voltage can interact with the
existing grid currents, that are covering the converter losses,
and thus provide the energy control functionality. In the latter
case, additional load-frequency arm currents would have to be
generated. While one can opt for any of the two possibilities,
the authors of the paper opted for the first one, due to its
simplicity.

Under both balanced and unbalanced grid conditions, grid
currents are equally distributed among the arms connected to
the respective phase. Therefore, as in the case of energy con-
trol using the load voltages, a bundle of arms connected to the
same grid terminal will be considered as a unit (c.f. Fig. 2.f).
Therefore, to produce the required power reference of a bun-
dle, common-mode voltage in-phase with the grid current of
the respective terminal should be injected:

v(x)comm =
Px

|PA| + |PB| + |PC|
ix
Îx
V̂comm (20)

The amplitude of the common-mode voltage V̂comm is
determined depending on the available voltage reserve, and
it case when the load voltage is not generated, it can be as
high as the load voltage amplitude.

Three bundles of arms will have different power require-
ments, and it is necessary to align the common mode voltage
with the current of the phase with the highest power require-
ments. Therefore, the total common-mode voltage injected is
determined as:

vcomm = v(A)comm + v
(B)
comm + v

(C)
comm (21)

To summarize, in case when the load voltage is avail-
able, energy control is achieved by setting the arm current
reference as in (19). Otherwise, the arm current reference
is deprived of the term δi∗xy, whereas the common-mode
voltage, defined by (20) and (21), is introduced. Therefore,
the switch-over between the two control scenarios is easily
achieved in the control algorithm.

IV. CURRENT MODIFICATION AND APPLICATION
TO THE M3C
To control the arm energies without influencing the grid or
load currents, it is necessary to modify the additional arm
current components so that they sum-up to zero at corre-
sponding nodes. This was illustrated in Fig. 2.c, where addi-
tional arm currents 1iA1, 1iB1, and 1iC1 do not generally
sum-up to zero, and their sum would appear in the load (ter-
minal 1). Graphical representation of such a case is presented
in Fig. 3.a, where phasors of the grid voltages, as well as the
additional arm current components are shown. It is obvious
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FIGURE 3. Modification of the original set of current references: a) Original set of arm current references; b) Modification of current references that
preserves the active power references; c) Modification of current references with the lowest deviation from the original set of currents; d) Criterion
used for obtaining the modified set of references.

that due to different power requests from energy controllers,
references of the additional arm currents do not sum-up to
zero, which imposes the need for their modification.

Similar issue occurs in a standard MMC, and has already
been analysed in [10], [11], [27], [28], and [29]. Refer-
ence [28] shows two possible approaches in modifying the
original current references, illustrated in Fig. 3.b and Fig. 3.c.
The first approach modifies the original set of references
so that the active power references are preserved, while
the zero-sum constraint is ensured. The second approach
(c.f. Fig. 3.c) does not preserve the active power references,
however it represents the solution that has the minimal
deviation with respect to the original references, under the
zero-sum constraint. Consequently, this solution yields the
modified current references with the lowest magnitude, and
with the lowest deviation from the original ones. Fig. 3.d
illustrates the function A2 used as a measure of deviation. The
solution in Fig. 3.c is obtained under the zero-sum constraint
and minimizing the function A2. Although the solution does
not fully preserve the power references, it is characterized
by a simpler implementation with respect to the first one,
as well as validity under both balanced and unbalanced grid
conditions, as demonstrated in [27].

Fig. 4 shows the implementation of the current modifica-
tion block. Namely, it can be seen that the new set of refer-
ences is obtained when the average value of the three currents
is subtracted from each one of the initial references. In such
a way, modified set of references is the best possible approx-
imation of the initial set under the zero-sum constraint [28].
Therefore, this current modification will be used in all the
cases where the zero-sum constraint is present.

FIGURE 4. Structure of the current references modification block.

Implementation of the arm energy control of the M3C
is shown in Fig. 5. Arm energies are calculated from the

measured voltages of SMs within an arm, and energy pul-
sations at specific frequencies are filtered out. The measured
value is compared with the energy reference of the respective
arm and the error is fed to a PI controller that outputs the
power reference 1Pxy, as shown in Fig. 5.a.

The next control action is the control of energies of the
bundles of arms connected to the same load terminals. It is
based on (14) and (15), and its implementation is shown in
Fig. 5.b. The output of this control action are symmetrical
arm current references that would make-up the grid current.

Implementation of the internal energy control action, i.e.
the one based on interaction of the grid voltage components
and additional arm currents that are not observed at the
converter terminals, is illustrated in Fig. 5.c. It can be seen
that it only contains simple current-modification blocks and
regrouping of the references.

The final control action depends on the operating mode
of the converter. In this paper, an M3C is assumed to feed a
3PH synchronous machine, which can have three distinctive
operating modes: standby mode, generator mode, and motor
mode. In case of either motor or generator mode, the voltage
at the machine terminals is available, and can be used for
energy control, as discussed in the previous section. This
mode of converter operation in terms of energy control is
referred to as Scenario I, and its implementation is illustrated
in Fig. 5.d. In case when the machine is in standby mode (not
operating), or at very low speed and thus low voltage, a solu-
tion using the common-mode voltage is preferable. In this
case, the common-mode voltage component is adjusted in
terms of its phase and amplitude to interact the most with a
grid current of a bundle that has the highest power reference
(refer to Fig. 2.e). This mode of operation in terms of energy
control is referred to as Scenario II, and is illustrated in
Fig. 5.e.

While different transitions between the two scenarios
might be adopted, the authors of this paper have opted for the
simplest one. Namely, for operating modes where the load
voltage was higher than half of its rated value, the Scenario
I for energy control was used, otherwise it was Scenario II.
As it will be demonstrated later, hard switch between the two
didn’t cause any problem in the converter control.
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FIGURE 5. Implementation of the arm energy control of an M3C: a) nine PI energy controllers for nine arms of the converter;
b) implementation of the control action that manages the power distribution among the arm bundles connected to the same load
terminals; c) generation of the additional arm current components 1ixy and their modification to remain internal to the converter;
d) Scenario I of the additional energy control action- generation of the load-frequency additional arm current components δixy, and their
modification to remain unobserved at the converter terminals; e) Scenario II of the additional energy control action - generation of the
common-mode voltage at grid frequency.

As described by (19), in case of Scenario I the current
references obtained from Fig. 5.b, c and d are summed-up
and fed to the arm current controllers. In case of Scenario II,
the common-mode voltage reference is created, whereas the
current references δi∗xy from Fig. 5.d are not used in the total
current reference.

V. REAL-TIME HIL SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION
To facilitate the development of control concepts for the
MMC, a real-time (RT) HIL simulator was developed within
the laboratory, described in [30]. The control platform used
in the MMC and RT HIL is based on ABB’s AC 800PEC
family of controllers, which aim at performing the top-level
MMC control tasks, such as converter pre-charging, control
of terminal voltages and currents, energy control, exchanging
references and measurements with the SM, etc.

Converter SMs inside the HIL simulator are realized in
a hybrid manner. Namely, control part of the SMs are
realized by the so-called Control cards, shown in Fig. 6,
where the local SMs controller is implemented, based on
TI TMS320F28069 digital signal processor (DSP). Control
cards also host the communication interface between the SM

controller and the top-level control. Power parts of the SMs,
i.e. IGBTs, gate-drivers, DC capacitor, are modelled within a
Plexim RT-Box 1, and there are in total eight SMs modelled
within a single RT-Box. Control cards are interfaced to an
RT-Box through the interface board, whereas they are com-
municating with the top-level controller (AC 800PEC) using
the fibre-optic interface. Such a structure represents a single
arm of the converter, and is referred to as Arm unit in Fig. 6.
There are in total nine such units, each one modelling an
arm. Due to the same communication interface and the same
software running on the DSP of a control card, as it would in
the real SM, it is achieved that there is no difference between
the HIL-modelled arm and an arm in the real converter, from
the perspective of the top-level controller.

Grid and load side of the converter, as well as the inter-
connections between the arms are modelled using a separate
RT-Box and interface board, labelled as Application unit in
Fig. 6. Thereby, all the power stages of the converter are
modelled in the RT HIL simulator, whereas the control hard-
ware corresponds to the one found in the real converter. Con-
sequently, top-level control methods, as well as the SM-level
control (implemented on DSPs), can be safely developed
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FIGURE 6. Structure of the HIL system modelling the M3C. RT-Box-based HIL consists of 9 arm units, and one application unit. Each arm unit contains
N=8 control cards, corresponding to eight SM within an arm. AC 800PEC control structure is as the main control hardware of the converter.

FIGURE 7. Results obtained from the RT HIL simulator. The leftmost plot shows relevant variables of the converter and the machine in standby
mode. Energy references of two arms are changed from the rated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the control principle in this mode. The
middle plot shows the performance of the converter during dynamic conditions, i.e. machine speed-up and load torque increase. The rightmost
plot demonstrates the performance of the energy control method in presence of the load voltage.

and tested using such a system, without making difference
between the real converter and the HIL system.

Even though the HIL simulator is not the exact replica of
the real converter, it can be considered as a valid platform for
control verification. Namely, control hardware and software
on both converter and SM level are identical in the HIL
simulator and real converter.Modelling of the power stages of
the converter in the RT-Box, models all the effects relevant for
the current control, energy control and converter operation.

Possible deviations with respect to the actual converter can
be expected in unmodelled dynamics of the power switches,
deviations of the SM capacitances and arm inductance. How-
ever, none of these effects can have a profound influence on
the energy control.

VI. REAL-TIME HIL RESULTS AND EVALUATION
Presented control concept was tested on the real-time (RT)
HIL simulator, modelling theM3C converter which interfaces
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FIGURE 8. Results obtained from the RT HIL simulator. The leftmost plot shows performance of the energy control method during the speed
reversal of the synchronous machine. Even though the energy control changes between Scenario I to Scenario II, and back to Scenario I, the
arm voltages remain unaffected and follow their reference. The middle plot demonstrates the effectiveness of the control principle in the
generator mode of operation. The rightmost plot shows that despite sudden de-loading, followed by machine slowing-down, effectiveness of
the energy control is not compromised.

TABLE 1. Converter and machine parameters.

a medium-voltage grid, and a synchronous machine, as a
typical use case of the M3C [6], [31]. Parameters of the grid,
converter and machine are provided in Table 1.

The first test scenario is such that the machine is in the
standby mode, i.e. at zero speed. Regardless of the fact that
the machine is not operating, the converter should be syn-
chronized to the grid, and control its arm energy content.
Leftmost part of Fig. 7 shows that the converter maintains the
arm voltages around predefined value during this operating
mode. In addition, at t = 1.12 s voltage references of the SMs
in two arms are modified from V ∗c = 680 V to V ∗c = 710 V
and V ∗c = 650 V, and set back to the original reference at

t = 2 s. In both cases the voltage references are attained
within 1t = 200 ms.

The next scenario is shown as the middle plot of Fig. 7.
It represents the machine speed-up to the rated speed, starting
at t = 6.2 s, and load torque rising to the rated value, starting
at t = 6.7 s. It can be observed that the arm voltages remain
constant throughout the whole transition process, which ver-
ifies good performance of the presented control method.

The rightmost plot in Fig. 7 shows converter operation at
the rated speed and rated load torque. As in the first test
scenario, voltage references of two arms were changed, and
energy control was able to ensure reference tracking.

Fig. 8 demonstrates converter’s capability to control its
energy content under different dynamic conditions, namely
during the speed reversal (leftmost plot), negative speed of
the machine (middle plot), as well as during the machine
de-loading and slowing down.

It is important to notice from Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that the grid
and load currents remain unaffected by the energy control
actions, as well as that the transition between different oper-
ating modes of the machine, and thus between the two energy
control scenarios, remains seamless.

Finally, to verify the performance of the presented control
method under unbalanced grid conditions, single-phase-to-
ground fault in the grid is simulated during both the standby
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FIGURE 9. Performance verification of the energy control under
unbalanced grid conditions. Synchronous machine is in the motor mode
of operation, so the energy control is achieved using the load voltages -
Scenario I.

mode of operation (c.f. Fig. 10), and the motor mode of oper-
ation of the machine (c.f. Fig. 9). In both cases, arm voltages
remained unaffected, thus demonstrating the capability of the
two control scenarios to properly work under unbalanced grid
conditions.

VII. DISCUSSION
Presented results verify effectiveness of the proposed energy
control method, under different imbalances, speed (fre-
quency) reversal, grid unbalanced conditions, as well as under
no-load operation. Compared to the methods based on double
αβ0 transformations, implementation of the method if far
simpler, using only the real-time values of the grid and load
quantities, without αβ0 and dq transformations.

Compared to the solution proposed by [18], bulky matri-
ces with real-time variable elements are omitted, whereas
the transition between the low-frequency (low load volt-
age) and high-frequency operating modes can be seam-
lessly performed. Additionally, the proposed solution was
verified under unbalanced grid conditions, even under the
combined unbalance and no-load conditions, in contrast
to [18].

Comparing the solution against its rival in terms of sim-
plicity [22], the solution in [22] cannot ensure an arbi-
trary energy control under normal conditions, neither can it

FIGURE 10. Performance verification of the energy control under
unbalanced grid conditions. Synchronous machine is in the standby
mode, so the energy control is achieved using the common-mode
voltages- Scenario II.

ensure decoupling of the internal balancing currents from the
terminal currents under grid faults. Therefore, although the
solution [22] seems as the simplest one, it in fact does not
perform well under all operating modes.

A detailed comparison between the balancing performance
of the methods mentioned above, including the here intro-
duced direct arm control balancing method, can be found
in [32]. The authors conducted a theoretical comparison as
well as real-time HIL tests to establish the characteristics
of each method. The evaluated aspects include the dynamic
response, degrees of freedom, low-voltage ride-through per-
formance as well as the mathematical simplicity and the
implementation simplicity.

One might argue that the proposed solution does not pre-
serve all the power references yielded by the energy con-
trollers, due to the current modification blocks. While this
claim is true, the current modification block is optimized so as
to minimize the circulating currents imposed in the converter
arms, while still ensuring the energy balancing under all
conditions.

Finally, simplicity of implementation, coupled with the
fact that the current modification is optimized to reduce
the current stress on the converter while ensuring an arbi-
trary energy control, make this solution unique, simple to
understand and implement, and robust for various operating
modes.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents extension of the direct arm energy control
method, firstly derived for the standard MMC, to the M3C.
The energy control method presented in this paper is derived
using an intuitive approach, resulting in a simple implemen-
tation, which might be of great value to control engineers
and researchers entering the field. Besides ensuring that the
energy control actions are not observed at the converter ter-
minals, presented control method proves to be valid under
different operating conditions of a synchronous machine,
as well during transients. It was demonstrated that the arm
energies can be arbitrarily controlled, and that the control
method is equally applicable under balanced and unbalanced
grid conditions.
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